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Abstract

Very recently, we have introduced correlation consistent effective core potentials (ccECPs) de-

rived from many-body approaches with the main target being their use in explicitly correlated

methods, while still usable in mainstream approaches. The ccECPs are based on reproducing ex-

citation energies for a subset of valence states, namely, achieving near-isospectrality between the

original and pseudo Hamiltonians. In addition, binding curves of dimer molecules were used for

refinement and overall improvement of transferability over a range of bond lengths. Here we apply

similar ideas to the 2nd row elements and study several aspects of the constructions in order to find

the high accuracy solutions within the chosen ccECP forms with 3s, 3p valence space (Ne-core).

Our new constructions exhibit accurate low-lying atomic excitations and equilibrium molecular

bonds (on average within ≈ 0.03 eV and 3 mÅ), however, the errors for Al and Si oxide molecules

at short bond lengths are notably larger for both ours and existing effective core potentials. Assum-

ing this limitation, our ccECPs show a systematic balance between the criteria of atomic spectra

accuracy and transferability for molecular bonds. In order to provide another option with much

higher uniform accuracy, we also construct He-core ccECPs for the whole 2nd row with typical

discrepancies of ≈ 0.01 eV or smaller.

PACS numbers: 02.70.Ss, 71.15.Nc, 71.15.-m; 02.70.Ss, 71.15.-m, 31.15.V-
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I. INTRODUCTION

The effective core potential (ECP) approximation has been vital in electronic structure

calculations for several decades. An ECP is used to replace an atom’s core (nucleus and

tightly bound electrons) and is constructed to mimic the original core’s effects on the valence

electrons. This approximation provides important benefits such as the removal of large

energy scales associated with the core electrons while simultaneously enabling the implicit

incorporation of the core’s relativistic effects. It generates smoother charge densities around

the nucleus which, for instance, allows the use of much smaller plane wave basis cutoff

energies or less extensive gaussian basis sets. Consequently, in many cases, the availability

of accurate ECPs can be the deciding factor for whether a calculation is even feasible or

not. Given that the scope and accuracy of many-body electronic structure methods are

continually increasing (true for both stochastic and basis set approaches, see [1–5]), it is

important that the errors of the ECP approximation be kept as small as possible or at least

kept comparable to other systematic errors that may be present.

Historically, ECPs have generally been formulated within effective mean-field (single-

particle) theories where the concept of core-valence partitioning follows rather naturally. A

number of approaches have been established in the Density Functional Theory (DFT) [6–12],

see also review [13]. For the review of Dirac-Fock energy consistent constructions see [14].

Although generating valence-only Hamiltonians is more straightforward in an effective one-

particle setting, the performance of such ECPs within many-body theories is not guaranteed

and can lead to results of mixed quality [15] which can require adjustments to make them

reliable within these theories [16, 17]. In order to achieve more consistent and systematic

accuracy within many-body theories, we have recently proposed a general framework and

provided examples of a new generation of correlation consistent ECPs (ccECPs) [18] that

aim to reach beyond the current status. The key principles included the use of many-body

constructions and benchmarking to ascertain the quality of the ECPs from the outset. The

first component of our strategy was based on near-isospectrality, within a subspace of valence

states, between the all-electron and ECP Hamiltonians. Furthermore, the ECP properties

were studied not only for atoms but also for small molecules to probe for transferability in

bonded situations in order to validate their overall quality.

Remarkably, for the first row, we found that it was possible to derive ECPs that show
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significant improvements in various valence properties at the CCSD(T) level of theory when

compared with existing ECP tables or the all-electron uncorrelated-core (UC) approximation

where excitations out of the core are suppressed. Quite surprisingly this was achieved with

simple, “minimal”, non-divergent ECP parameterizations, i.e., with very few gaussians per

nonlocal channel.

In order to maintain the simplicity and direct connection of the ECP to the original

Hamiltonian, the solution was formulated as an inverse problem. Namely, we searched for

an effective Hamiltonian operator that reproduces a given set of many-body eigenenergies

and eigenstates, outside the core region, as closely as possible. Not surprisingly, this can

lead to an ill-conditioned problem (high sensitivity to inputs) and/or a complicated opti-

mization landscape with many near-degenerate minima. Consequently, such optimizations

can be rather difficult. Such difficulties can be understood conceptually, for instance, if

one considers the well-known example from the spectral theory that two operators with

different domains can have the same spectrum, i.e., they can be exactly isospectral. This

non-uniqueness suggests that the problem requires adequate and proper constraining in or-

der to arrive at a desirable solution with a reasonable amount of effort. For the B, C,

N, O and S elements, we were able to accomplish just that and produced ECPs for these

atoms that exceed the accuracy of existing tabulated ECPs and that have led to significant

improvements in transferability.

We also aimed to construct ECPs that are simple and can be employed in a variety of

electronic structure packages and methods, i.e., as widely applicable as possible. To this

end, we chose a well-established form [19, 20] that is non-singular and behaves quadratically

at the origin and is parameterized by a short sum of radial powers multiplied by gaussians.

This form leads to one-particle orbitals that also behave quadratically at the origin which

makes their expansion in gaussians more efficient. Additionally, the smooth form provides

computational savings for quantum Monte Carlo by reducing fluctuations.

Another aspect of our recently constructed ECPs was to probe for the transferability in

bonds both near and out of the equilibrium configurations, having in mind, for example,

high-pressure applications in future. Therefore we monitored discrepancies of dimer binding

curves including short bond lengths up to the dissociation limit, where the binding energy

goes to zero for the compressed bond. Note that this limit is particularly challenging since it

directly probes whether the ECP correctly mimics the (missing) core charge at short lengths.
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In cases where larger errors were present, we included the dimer into the construction as

an additional constraint which improved the quality of the resulting ECPs. Indeed, we

found that the key molecular properties were more accurately reproduced in this way. As an

independent probe of transferability, we then tested hydride and oxide molecules. Further

benchmarks and testing will come from future applications for systems where all-electron

correlated calculations can be carried out.

In the present work, we extend our previous collection of correlation-consistent ECPs to

include the entire 2nd row of elements Na through Ar (following the convention that H and

He comprise the zeroth row). For these elements, we have further improved and modified the

methodology used in generating the ECPs which we describe in more detail in what follows.

The constructed ECPs that we present here are not meant to be definitive. It is clear that

with more elaborate forms, say, with a larger number of free parameters, the accuracy might

still improved. Another consideration is that different applications might require further

refinement or even new constructions. For example, alkaline elements have nominally large

cores and one or two valence electrons. Clearly, there are applications where this would

not provide an accurate replacement of the all-electron Hamiltonian (high pressures) and

the inclusion of the outermost shell from the core to the valence space might be needed.

This implies that one needs more options to guarantee the accuracy in various physical

or chemical applications. Therefore keeping track of updates and any new constructions,

as well as maintaining benchmark sets is an important part of providing clear choices and

validations for future use of ECPs.

The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we discuss the different components

of a number of atomic energy gaps of a variety of tabulated 2nd row ECPs and how this

affects their agreement with all-electron gaps at the many-body level as well as how this

motivated the particular construction we use for the ECPs presented in this work. We outline

this construction in section III. In section IV, we describe the particular parameterization

we use for our ECPs. Section V outlines the scheme we followed to construct the ECPs’

corresponding valence basis sets. In section VI, we share our results and present our ECPs

together with several existing ones for comparison and highlight the shortcomings of Ne-core

ECPs in particular settings (short polar bonds) and therefore, in addition, present He-core

ECPs for the entire 2nd row that significantly improve the accuracy of ECPs with Ne-core

partitioning and serve also as benchmarks for comparisons. In section VII, we give our
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concluding remarks.

II. ECP ATOMIC CORRELATION ENERGIES

We have looked in a more quantitative manner at the contributions from valence-valence

correlation energies as well as Hartree-Fock (HF) energies for a variety of atomic excitations

among a testbed of tabulated ECPs. This provides additional insights into how various

components of the energy are modified and respond to ECP differences (form, parameter-

ization, etc.) which ultimately enabled us to improve our ECP construction scheme and

helped to improve their overall performance. Specifically, for a number of tabulated ECPs,

we have analyzed the errors (relative to relativistic all-electron results) of the HF and corre-

lation contributions to the CCSD(T) spectral energies for the Si and P atoms and we have

looked at how the errors for these energy components change between different ECPs. Rel-

ativity in all-electron calculations was included through the 10th-order Douglas-Kroll-Hess

Hamiltonian for both HF and CCSD(T) approaches.

In Figs. 1 and 2, for Si and P, we show examples of the spread of HF and CCSD(T)

valence-valence correlation errors across a number of previously tabulated ECPs, which em-

ploy a wide variety of parameterizations, for a number of excitation energies. In particular,

we plot the spread of the following quantities over the set of ECPs:

∆HFs = ∆EECP
s −∆EAE

s , (1)

where ∆Es represents the energy gap between a given state and the ground state, and

∆cVVs =
∣∣VVECP

corr,s

∣∣− ∣∣VVAE
corr,s

∣∣ , (2)

where VVcorr is the valence-valence correlation energy. In these figures, the spread (rep-

resented by the shaded areas) are bounded by the maximum discrepancy (upper bound)

and minimum discrepancy (lower bound) among the various ECPs. For the ECP cases, the

valence-valence correlation is taken to be the fully correlated CCSD(T) energy of a partic-

ular state. For the all-electron case, the valence-valence correlation is taken to be the UC

CCSD(T) correlation energy of a particular state.

There are several observations that can be gleaned from these plots. The first is that the

ECPs’ correlation energies are on average larger than the corresponding all-electron valence-

only correlated values with the increase varying between 0 and 0.15 eV. This has been known
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FIG. 1: For the silicon atom, the spread of CCSD(T) valence-valence correlation errors

(∆cVV) and spread of HF errors (∆HF) for various excitation energies from a variety of

previously tabulated ECPs, in particular, BFD[19], CRENBL[21], SBKJC[22], STU[23]

and TN-DF[24].
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FIG. 2: For the phosphorus atom, the spread of CCSD(T) valence-valence correlation

errors (∆cVV) and spread of HF errors (∆HF) for various excitation energies from a

variety of previously tabulated ECPs, in particular, BFD[19], CRENBL[21], SBKJC[22],

STU[23] and TN-DF[24].
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for some time, see the analysis by Dolg [25]. The reason is the absence of the radial node(s)

and increased smoothness of ECP (pseudo)orbitals since this increases the probability for

unlike spin pairs of electrons to encounter each other, thus increasing the correlation energy.

However, the next striking feature is the rigidity of the correlated energy differences across

various ECPs, regardless of construction, whether it shows singular or bounded/smooth

behavior of local and nonlocal terms at the origin or other details. Essentially the ECP
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correlation energies are almost invariant to the the form or the construction of ECP, typically

within 0.02 eV or less. Consequently, the largest differences between ECPs for atomic spectra

come from fluctuations that originate in the HF component of energy differences. Finally,

the third point is that aiming for atomic spectra accuracy better than 0.1 eV requires the HF

component to “compensate” for the rigid correlation contribution component for a number

of states. Given this rigidity of ECP correlations, we incorporate mean-field data into the

construction of the 2nd row ECPs along with many-body data in order to avoid large mean-

field biases which we found helps to improve transferability (shown below in section V). In

the following section we give the specifics of the procedure we use to construct the ECPs.

III. CONSTRUCTION

The strategy that we employ to generate our ECPs is a combination of many-body energy

consistency and single-body norm conservation. We provide the details of each and how they

are combined to form our full objective function in this section.

A. Many-body Energy Consistency

In order to account for correlation when generating our ECPs, we have employed a spin-

unrestricted CCSD(T) energy consistency scheme as part of our full objective function. The

details of this scheme are as follows: For a given atom, we first generate a large number of

all-electron reference atomic states which includes various ionizations and spin-multiplicities.

The states are calculated with the fully correlated (both core and valence electrons) spin-

unrestricted CCSD(T) method. We account for relativity by using the 10th order Douglas-

Kroll-Hess Hamiltonian [26]. We formulate this part of the objective function by calculating

the same atomic states with a parameterized ECP at the same level of theory, and then

vary the parameters until the gaps between these states and the neutral ground state agree

with that from the all-electron to a satisfying level. The discrepancies of the ECP gaps

relative to the all-electron gaps are minimized in the least squares way which defines the

first component of our objective function, E2, given by

E2 =
∑
s

(
∆EECP

s −∆EAE
s

)2
, (3)
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where s labels a given atomic state and ∆Es is the energy gap between the state and the

neutral ground state and “ECP” and “AE” label the ECP and all-electron gaps, respectively.

The energetics from all-electron and ECP were calculated with the Molpro quantum

chemistry package [27]. For all atoms, the uncontracted aug-cc-pCV5Z basis set [28], where

core state correlation functions are present, was utilized. If linear dependencies developed

as a result of uncontracting the basis, the problematic terms with nearly identical exponents

were removed. This same basis was used for calculating both the all-electron and ECP gaps

in order to construct similar basis set errors between the two which would largely cancel

when calculating their difference in Eq. 3. Quantitative estimates of the residual finite basis

set errors were given in our previous work [18] for a test set of atoms from the 1st and 2nd

row.

We chose not to use the E2 objective function exclusively when training our ECPs

given that in doing so we observed an overall large increase in error of the HF gaps and

subsequently poorer transferability when calculating potential energy surfaces of diatomic

molecules (dimers and oxides) at the CCSD(T) level of theory. We suspect this is due to the

rigidity in the ECP correlation energies as outlined in section II, namely, in order to reduce

the total error of the CCSD(T) gap, the magnitude of the HF error increases to compensate

the error from the more rigid correlations. We observed that reaching small gap errors at

the many-body level at the full expense of the HF gap errors showed tendencies to increase

transferability errors. In fact, the best results came from a balance between the errors in

correlation and HF components. In addition, significant variational freedom inside the core

is proved to be helpful and we have therefore included a single-body norm conservation into

our objective function, as outlined in the next subsection, in order to strike this balance.

B. Single-body Norm Conservation

In order to maintain accuracy at the HF level of theory, we employed a norm conservation

scheme as another component of our full objective function. We have taken a strategy

similar to what has been used in previous works [20, 22, 24, 29], however, the specifics of

our approach are as follows. For the Ne-core ECPs, we first generated all-electron scalar

relativistic HF radial orbitals, φAE
l , where the 10th order DKH hamiltonian was employed.

For each angular momentum channel, we chose a cutoff radius, Rl, corresponding to the
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outer most extremum of r
4
5φAE

l . At this radius, we then obtained the orbital’s norm inside

this point, NAE
l =

∫ Rl

0

(
rl+1φAE

l (r)
)2

dr, its value, V AE
l = φAE

l (Rl) and its slope, SAE
l =

d
dr
φAE
l (r)

∣∣∣
Rl

. The norm-conserving objective function is then formed as

N 2 =
∑
l

(NECP
l −NAE

l )2 + (V ECP
l − V AE

l )2 + (SECP
l − SAE

l )2 + (εECP
l − εAE

l )2, (4)

where we also include the errors in the orbital eigenvalues εl. This procedure is similar

to what is generally done in norm-conserving schemes, however, we allow the core more

freedom by not matching it to a particular functional form but rather focus on matching

the quantities mentioned. For the elements Al-Ar we took reference s and p orbitals from

the atom’s neutral ground state and took the reference d orbital from the p→ d excitation.

For Na and Mg, we took the single-valence doublet states as the reference in each channel.

C. Weighted Combination and Core-Valence Partitioning

To form our full objective function, O2, we take E2 and N 2 as a linear combination,

O2 = w0E2 +N 2, (5)

where w0 is a chosen weight, typically taken as 5 × 10−2. To construct our ECP, we vary

its parameters until O2 is minimized. The value of w0 is chosen so as to strike a balance

between the accuracy of the many-body and single-body properties of the ECP – or viewed

in another way, we are allowing a violation of single-body norm conservation in order to

achieve higher accuracies on the many-body spectral properties.

When using the conventional Ne-core and 3s3p valence, the transferability of the ECPs

in particular environments was observed to be less than satisfying. This is particularly true

for compressed polar bonds (as will be shown). In order to reach high many-body and

single-body accuracies in these regimes as well, we have also generated He-core ECPs for all

of the second row atoms. Though, more expensive than their Ne-core counterparts the He-

core ECPs still provide a non-negligible computational savings when considering their use in

quantum Monte Carlo which scales with atomic number as O(Z5.5−6.5) and within planewave

codes where calculations with the full Coulomb potential are not feasible. For these small-

core ECPs, the optimization procedure was nearly identical, except that we took the neutral

ground states for all references in the norm-conserving component and we generated the
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cutoff radii from the semi-core orbitals. In this case, for each angular momentum channel,

the cutoff radius was taken as the inner most finite extremum of rφAE
l . We then used

these radii as the match points of the norm, value and slope of the valence orbitals while

also matching their eigenvalues. Furthermore, we found that a much larger weight could

be used on the UCCSD(T) spectral component (two or three orders of magnitude) than

the weight used for the Ne-core ECPs without introducing a significant negative impact in

transferability. This is due to a much smaller discrepancy in the correlation energies (valence

and semi-core electrons) between the He-core and all-electron cases.

We have applied the construction outlined in this section to all the second row atoms, Na-

Ar. For all optimizations, we have used the DONLP2 solver of Spellucci [30] to generate the

optimal parameter sets for all ECPs. The methodologies used in DONLP2 are outlined in [31]

and [32]. Though finding the global minimum in these types of non-linear optimizations can

be difficult, our incorporation of the many-body spectral component and mean-field spatial

component (ie, additional constraints) should alleviate issues related to the ill-conditioned

nature of this problem. Further justification of our chosen objective function came after

analyzing the accuracy of our ECPs in settings that were not included as part of their

training, which we cover in section VI.

The parameter values of our ccECPs for all atoms and all core sizes are shared in Tables

I and II and are also available at the website in Ref. [33].

IV. ECP FORM

The ECPs we have constructed have the following form

V ECP
i = Vloc(ri) +

lmax∑
l=0

Vl(ri)
∑
m

|lm〉〈lm|, (6)

where ri is the radial distance of electron i from the core’s origin and lmax is chosen to be the

maximum occupied angular momentum channel from the ground state core. The non-local

terms include lm-th angular momentum projectors, |lm〉〈lm|.
The local potential, Vloc, is taken to be

Vloc(r) = −Zeff

r
+
∑
k=1

βloc,kr
nloc,k−2e−αloc,kr

2

= −Zeff

r
+
βloc,1

r
e−αloc,1r

2

+ βloc,2re
−αloc,2r

2

+
∑
k=3

βloc,ke
−αloc,kr

2

,

(7)
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TABLE I: Parameter values for Ne-core ECPs. For all ECPs, the highest l value

corresponds to the local channel.

Atom Zeff l nl,k αl,k βl,k

Na 1 0 2 5.377666 6.234064

0 2 1.408414 9.075931

1 2 1.379949 3.232724

1 2 0.862453 2.494079

2 1 4.311678 1.000000

2 3 1.925689 4.311678

2 2 1.549498 -2.083137

Mg 2 0 2 5.936017 6.428631

0 2 1.592891 14.195491

1 2 1.583969 3.315069

1 2 1.077297 4.403025

2 1 6.048538 2.000000

2 3 2.796989 12.097075

2 2 2.547408 -17.108313

Al 3 0 2 7.863954 14.879513

0 2 2.061358 20.746863

1 2 3.125175 7.786227

1 2 1.414930 7.109015

2 1 5.073893 3.000000

2 3 8.607001 15.221680

2 2 3.027490 -11.165685

Si 4 0 2 9.447023 14.832760

0 2 2.553812 26.349664

1 2 3.660001 7.621400

1 2 1.903653 10.331583

2 1 5.168316 4.000000

2 3 8.861690 20.673264

2 2 3.933474 -14.818174

Atom Zeff l nl,k αl,k βl,k

P 5 0 2 12.091334 15.259383

0 2 3.044535 31.707918

1 2 4.310884 7.747190

1 2 2.426903 13.932528

2 1 5.872694 5.000000

2 3 9.891298 29.363469

2 2 4.692469 -17.011136

S 6 0 2 16.117687 15.925748

0 2 3.608629 38.515895

1 2 6.228956 8.062221

1 2 2.978074 18.737525

2 1 6.151144 6.000000

2 3 11.561575 36.906864

2 2 5.390961 -19.819533

Cl 7 0 2 17.908432 15.839234

0 2 4.159880 44.469504

1 2 7.931763 8.321946

1 2 3.610412 24.044745

2 1 7.944352 7.000000

2 3 12.801261 55.610463

2 2 6.296744 -22.860784

Ar 8 0 2 27.068139 18.910152

0 2 4.801263 53.040012

1 2 11.135735 8.015534

1 2 4.126631 28.220208

2 1 8.317181 8.000000

2 3 13.124648 66.537451

2 2 6.503132 -24.100393

where Zeff = Z − Zcore is the pseudo-atom’s total core charge. We fix βloc,1 = Zeff , βloc,2 =

Zeffαloc,1, while nloc,1 = 1, nloc,2 = 3, so that Vloc(r) is finite everywhere and its first derivative

vanishes at the origin. Similarly, the set of non-local potentials, {Vl}, are parameterized by

Vl(r) =
∑
k=1

βl,kr
nl,k−2e−αl,kr

2

, (8)

where the powers {nl,k}, are all equal to 2. Except for βloc,1 and βloc,2, which are fixed as
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TABLE II: Parameter values for He-core ECPs. For all ECPs, the highest l value

corresponds to the local channel.

Atom Zeff l nl,k αl,k βl,k

Na 9 0 2 61.004364 25.194598

0 2 14.829519 60.933576

1 1 8.997115 9.000000

1 3 8.958240 80.974036

1 2 8.691287 -57.117991

Mg 10 0 2 72.718763 25.152097

0 2 19.375648 84.969927

1 1 10.136825 10.000000

1 3 10.457653 101.368253

1 2 10.109595 -68.596401

Al 11 0 2 81.815564 25.157259

0 2 24.522883 113.067525

1 1 11.062056 11.000000

1 3 12.369778 121.682619

1 2 11.965444 -82.624567

Si 12 0 2 92.046246 25.228329

0 2 30.895726 150.483122

1 1 12.066048 12.000000

1 3 15.276621 144.792575

1 2 14.506273 -99.229393

Atom Zeff l nl,k αl,k βl,k

P 13 0 2 101.982019 25.197230

0 2 37.485881 189.426261

1 1 15.073300 13.000000

1 3 18.113176 195.952906

1 2 17.371539 -117.611086

S 14 0 2 111.936344 25.243283

0 2 43.941844 227.060768

1 1 17.977612 14.000000

1 3 20.435964 251.686565

1 2 19.796579 -135.538891

Cl 15 0 2 124.640433 26.837357

0 2 52.205433 277.296696

1 1 22.196266 15.000000

1 3 26.145117 332.943994

1 2 25.015118 -161.999982

Ar 16 0 2 135.620522 25.069215

0 2 60.471053 332.151842

1 1 23.431337 16.000000

1 3 26.735872 374.901386

1 2 26.003325 -178.039517

given above, the Greek letter parameters are all varied in the minimization of our objective

function. For an initial round of optimization, for Vloc and all Vl’s, we set the number

of gaussian terms to one. For a given Ne-core ECP, we included 1-2 more gaussians in

these channels for additional flexibility if further optimization rounds were required to reach

agreement within roughly 0.05-0.1 eV of the low-lying all-electron many-body spectrum.

Pushing the accuracies further, generally led to significant mean-field errors for reasons

discussed in section II. In the case of the He-core ECPs, we again only included one gaussian

term in these functions initially. However, for these ECPs further terms were added until

we observed agreement with all-electron data within roughly the chemical accuracy window.

This simple form keeps the volume of the parameter space as small as practically possible

and therefore helps to simplify the optimization problem.
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V. VALENCE BASIS SETS

For each atom and each core size, we have generated a corresponding basis set. The

general recipe that we followed to generate the basis sets (similar to Ref. [19]) was the same

for both core sizes and we outline it in this section.

To generate the basis sets for the He-core ECPs, we have minimized the atomic ground-

state CCSD(T) energy for all atoms. The basis sets for the Ne-core ECPs minimize the

atomic ground-state CCSD(T) energy for the atoms Al through Ar and the dimer ground-

state CCSD(T) energy for the atoms Na and Mg. For a given basis set, we start by generating

contractions, one for each occupied HF ground-state orbital, by starting from a set of prim-

itives and optimizing the exponents until the ground-state HF energy is minimized. The

resulting exponents are then taken as the contraction primitives whose coefficients are taken

to be the ground-state HF expansion coefficients. We take the same contractions for each

VDZ, VTZ, VQZ and V5Z basis. For a given basis, we append additional even-tempered

uncontracted primitives following the correlation-consistent scheme [34] and determine the

largest exponent among these primitives by minimizing the ground-state CCSD(T) energy.

In addition to these basis sets, we have also generated augmented varieties which fol-

low the same scheme, but include an additional even-tempered diffuse primitive into each

symmetry channel. All of our basis sets are shared at the website given in Ref. [33].

VI. RESULTS

For all 2nd row atoms, we share in Tables III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII,IX and X the all-electron

CCSD(T) valence ionization potentials and (if bound) the electron affinity along with the

discrepancies of the same quantities from various core approximations which includes all-

electron UC approximation, a number of previously tabulated ECPs [19, 22–24] and our

Ne-core and He-core correlation consistent ECPs, ccECP[He] and ccECP[Ne], respectively.

We also share the discrepancies from all-electron UCCSD(T) potential energy surfaces for

one or two diatomic molecules for all the atoms in Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10. For the cases

of oxides, we utilized our previously published oxygen ECP [18] when calculating potential

energy surfaces for our ECPs and for all other ECPs we used that table’s corresponding

oxygen ECP. For the molecular discrepancies, we span a large range of geometries in all
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cases, from near the dissociation threshold (/ 0.05 Å) on the left to just past equilibrium.

For argonium, we used a well-tuned unpublished hydrogen ECP for all cases other than

uncorrelated core. Our ECP parameter sets are shared in Tables II and II.

In the following subsections, we provide a discussion for each pseudoatom’s atomic and

molecular accuracies, in turn, and summarize the results. In the final subsection, we share

a comparison of the mean absolute deviations of the binding parameters of the molecules

presented in this work between our ECPs and the all-electron UC approximation as well as

the other tabulated ECPs we’ve benchmarked against in this work to provide a more global

picture of the accuracy of our potentials. In this section we also present total atomic energy

components of our ECPs along with their core radii for future reference.

A. Sodium

In the case of sodium, the atomic and molecular results of our Ne-core and He-core ECPs

are shared in Table III and Fig.3, respectively. For the case of the Ne-core, our construction

led to a significant improvement of the atom’s first ionization potential, when compared to

the all-electron UCCSD(T) result, relative to the previously tabulated ECPs as well as the

uncorrelated core (UC) result – the error being roughly a factor of 3 smaller than the other

ECPs and roughly a factor of 2 smaller than UC. The electron affinity of our Ne-core ECP

is also in good agreement with the all-electron result with an error that is less than 0.01 eV.

In the case of our He-core ECP, the agreement with the all-electron atom is better still and

for each quantity, the errors are at sub meV scales.

For the Na2 and NaO molecules, the accuracies of both of our core partitions are also

quite high with our Ne-core and He-core ECPs being within 0.05 eV and 0.01 eV of the

all-electron UCCSD(T) result over the full range of geometries, respectively.

B. Magnesium

For magnesium, the atomic and molecular results of our Ne-core and He-core ECPs are

shared in Table IV and Fig. 4, respectively. The Ne-core partition shows an increased

accuracy over UC and the previously tabulated ECPs with respect to the first and second

ionization potentials. The He-core partition further increases the accuracy by more than an
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TABLE III: All-electron (AE) UCCSD(T) electron affinity and ionization potential of Na

along with the errors from uncorrelated core (UC), ECPs and for information purposes

also from experiment (Exp.). The uncontracted aug-cc-pCV5Z basis was used for all

calculations. MAD is the mean absolute deviation of excitation energies, while MARE is

the mean absolute relative error. All values in eV.

Qty. Exp. AE
Discrepancies from AE

UC SBKJC BFD TN-DF STU ccECP[Ne] ccECP[He]

IP(I) 5.1391a 5.1334 -0.1215 -0.1847 -0.1770 -0.1738 -0.1774 -0.0665 -0.0020

EA 0.5479b 0.5470 -0.0017 0.0005 0.0030 0.0025 0.0026 0.0077 -0.0014

MAD 0.0616 0.0926 0.0900 0.0882 0.0900 0.0371 0.0017

MARE 0.0134 0.0184 0.0200 0.0192 0.0197 0.0135 0.0015

a Reference [35]

b Reference [36]
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FIG. 3: Binding energy discrepancies for (a) Na2 and (b) NaO molecules in their ground

states 1Σg and 2Σ, respectively. The binding curves are relative to the AE UCCSD(T)

binding curve. The shaded region indicates a discrepancy of chemical accuracy in either

direction.

order of magnitude, with errors less than a meV for these quantities.

In the case of the MgO molecule, our Ne-core ECP shows better agreement with all-
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electron UCCSD(T) at shorter atomic separations than both UC and previously tabulated

ECPs and at equilibrium, the agreement is within chemical accuracy. Our He-core ECP

improves upon this further, with errors less than 0.01 eV across all geometries plotted.

TABLE IV: All-electron UCCSD(T) ionization potentials for Mg along with the errors

from uncorrelated core (UC) and ECPs. The uncontracted aug-cc-pCV5Z basis was used

for all calculations. All values in eV. See Tab. III for further description.

Qty. Exp. AE
Discrepancies from AE

UC SBKJC BFD TN-DF STU ccECP[Ne] ccECP[He]

IP(I) 7.6462a 7.6400 -0.0980 -0.0884 -0.0727 -0.0693 -0.0617 -0.0578 0.0059

IP(II) 15.0353a 15.0287 -0.2858 -0.3003 -0.2898 -0.2709 -0.2757 -0.2050 -0.0050

MAD 0.1919 0.1944 0.1812 0.1701 0.1687 0.1314 0.0055

MARE 0.0159 0.0158 0.0144 0.0135 0.0132 0.0106 0.0006

a Reference [35]

FIG. 4: Binding energy discrepancies for the MgO molecule in its ground state 1Σ+. The

binding curves are relative to the AE UCCSD(T) binding curve. The shaded region

indicates a discrepancy of chemical accuracy in either direction.
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C. Aluminum

For aluminum, the atomic and molecular results of our Ne-core and He-core ECPs are

shared in Table V and Fig. 5, respectively. In the Ne-core case, the errors over the ionization

potentials and the electron affinity were not improved over the other core approximations

but instead remained comparable. We note the lower variational freedom for our case due

to bounded forms and smaller radial range when compared with some of the constructions.

However, in the case of the He-core, we observed errors less than a hundredth of an eV.

The Al2 molecule is described well by both core partitions, both being within chemical

accuracy scales. For the AlO molecule, similar to previously tabulated ECPs, our Ne-core

ECP is overbound by tenths of eV as the molecule is compressed towards dissociation. This

potentially signifies a limitation of this particular choice of core for this type of environment,

namely, compressed polar bonds. We suspect that key contributors to the error in this regime

are a breakdown of the assumed point-charge interactions of the cores and also the neglect

core-valence overlaps [14, 37]. For our smaller He-core ECP, we see that these difficulties

evaporate and we observe errors well within chemical accuracy.
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FIG. 5: Binding energy discrepancies for (a) Al2 and (b) AlO molecules in their ground

states 3Σg and 2Σ, respectively. The binding curves are relative to the AE UCCSD(T)

binding curve. The shaded region indicates a discrepancy of chemical accuracy in either

direction.
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TABLE V: All-electron (AE) UCCSD(T) ionization potentials and electron affinity of Al

along with the errors from the uncorrelated core (UC) and ECPs. Exp. gives experimental

values for information purposes. The uncontracted aug-cc-pCV5Z basis was used for all

calculations. AMAD is the mean absolute deviation for all excitation energies, LMAD is

the mean absolute deviation for the first and second ionization potentials and electron

affinity, while MARE is the mean absolute relative error for all states. All values in eV.

Qty. Exp. AE
Discrepancies from AE

UC SBKJC BFD TN-DF STU ccECP[Ne] ccECP[He]

IP(I) 5.9858a 5.9606 0.0045 0.0214 0.0135 0.0167 0.0667 0.0157 -0.0027

IP(II) 18.8286a 18.8216 -0.1698 -0.1720 -0.1588 -0.1408 -0.0862 -0.1491 -0.0051

IP(III) 28.4476a 28.4447 -0.3588 -0.4331 -0.3339 -0.3640 -0.3384 -0.3915 0.0052

EA 0.4328b 0.4183 -0.0165 0.0215 0.0225 0.0182 0.0294 0.0171 0.0010

AMAD 0.1374 0.1620 0.1322 0.1349 0.1302 0.1434 0.0035

LMAD 0.0636 0.0716 0.0649 0.0586 0.0608 0.0606 0.0029

MARE 0.0155 0.0198 0.0191 0.0166 0.0245 0.0163 0.0008

a Reference [35]

b Reference [36]

D. Silicon

For silicon, the atomic and molecular results of our Ne-core and He-core ECPs are shared

in Table VI and Fig. 6, respectively. In the Ne-core case, like Al, the accuracies among the

ionization potentials and electron affinity were not improved over the other core approxi-

mations, though the He-core ECP shows errors smaller than chemical accuracy for all of

these quantities. The results from the Ne-core ECP potentially reveal the limitations of this

particular core partition.

In the case of the silicon dimer, both core partitions perform very well and their errors

at the UCCSD(T) level are no more than about 0.02 eV. The SiO molecule shows simi-

lar and profound discrepancies for the Ne-core ECP as was seen in AlO. At short atomic

separations, the pseudo-molecule is severely overbound for all tested ECPs including our

Ne-core partition. Interestingly, at equilibrium, the agreement for our ECP and some others
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is much better and is within chemical accuracy. For our He-core ECP, the errors are signif-

icantly reduced and we observe chemical accuracy agreement across all geometries plotted.

On this element, it is clearly visible that atomic spectrum is not sufficient to assess the

overall quality of the ECPs. Seemingly, BFD, TN, and STU have somewhat smaller energy

discrepancies than our Ne-core ECP. However, molecular calculations reveal lower or even

significantly lower transferability. In fact, our Ne-core ECP is on par with SBKJC that how-

ever is unbounded (1/r2 terms) so that our variational freedom is then significantly lower in

comparison.

TABLE VI: All-electron (AE) UCCSD(T) ionization potentials and electron affinity of Si

along with the errors from uncorrelated core (UC) and ECPs. The uncontracted

aug-cc-pCV5Z basis was used for all calculations. All values in eV. See Tab. V for further

description.

Qty. Exp. AE
Discrepancies from AE

UC SBKJC BFD TN-DF STU ccECP[Ne] ccECP[He]

IP(I) 8.1517a 8.1392 -0.0053 0.0190 0.0152 0.0183 0.0977 0.0166 -0.0011

IP(II) 16.3459a 16.3014 -0.0320 -0.0096 -0.0131 -0.0072 0.1280 -0.0096 -0.0139

IP(III) 33.4930a 33.4791 -0.2143 -0.2827 -0.1909 -0.2143 -0.0744 -0.2175 -0.0173

IP(IV) 45.1418a 45.1325 -0.4016 -0.5920 -0.3528 -0.4683 -0.1474 -0.5123 0.0242

EA 1.3895b 1.3928 0.0097 0.0210 0.0144 0.0193 0.0417 0.0175 0.0029

AMAD 0.1326 0.1849 0.1173 0.1455 0.0978 0.1547 0.0119

LMAD 0.0157 0.0165 0.0142 0.0149 0.0891 0.0146 0.0060

MARE 0.0050 0.0079 0.0053 0.0067 0.0111 0.0066 0.0008

a Reference [35]

b Reference [36]

E. Phosphorus

For phosphorous, the atomic and molecular results of our Ne-core and He-core ECPs

are shared in Table VII and Fig. 7, respectively. For the case of our Ne-core partition,

we observed that comparable accuracies of the atomic properties were only achievable with
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FIG. 6: Binding energy discrepancies for (a) Si2 and (b) SiO molecules in their ground

states 3Σg and 1Σ, respectively. The binding curves are relative to the AE UCCSD(T)

binding curve. The shaded region indicates a discrepancy of chemical accuracy in either

direction.

respect to the other core approximations. However, significant improvement was again

achieved for the case of our He-core partition.

For the case of P2, both core partitions perform well with the Ne-core ECP obtaining

maximum errors that are only marginally larger than chemical accuracy and the He-core

ECP’s errors being a factor of 2-3 smaller still. The results from PO are also quite good

for both partitions. At equilibrium, both He- and Ne-core ECPs show errors no more than

about 0.03 eV. For our He-core ECP, this level of accuracy is maintained as the bond is

compressed, however, the Ne-core ECP at these shorter separations begins to overbind.

Note that our constructions compete in overall optimality with SBKJC while having smaller

variational freedom in bounded potentials. In addition, the molecular results show rather

nonsystematic behavior for STU ECPs that are different (underbinding) from the rest of the

row (typically, overbinding).

F. Sulfur

For sulfur, the atomic and molecular results of our Ne-core and He-core ECPs are shared

in Table VIII and Fig. 8, respectively. In this case, the accuracies of the Ne-core ECP at the
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TABLE VII: All-electron (AE) UCCSD(T) ionization potentials and electron affinity of P

along with the errors from uncorrelated core (UC) and ECPs. The uncontracted

aug-cc-pCV5Z basis was used for all calculations. All values in eV. See Tab. V for further

description.

Qty. Exp. AE
Discrepancies from AE

UC SBKJC BFD TN-DF STU ccECP[Ne] ccECP[He]

IP(I) 10.4867a 10.5104 -0.0114 0.0171 0.0138 0.0221 -0.0054 0.0252 0.0011

IP(II) 19.7695a 19.7562 -0.0355 -0.0116 -0.0003 0.0019 0.0050 -0.0018 -0.0109

IP(III) 30.2026a 30.1328 -0.0677 -0.0798 -0.0535 -0.0522 0.0121 -0.0729 -0.0347

IP(IV) 51.4439a 51.4304 -0.2527 -0.4559 -0.2187 -0.3254 -0.2051 -0.3577 -0.0241

IP(V) 65.0251a 65.0181 -0.4402 -0.9174 -0.3825 -0.6667 -0.4504 -0.7180 0.0348

EA 0.7465b 0.7003 0.0055 -0.0103 -0.0260 -0.0102 -0.0350 -0.0114 0.0020

AMAD 0.1355 0.2487 0.1158 0.1797 0.1188 0.1978 0.0179

LMAD 0.0175 0.0130 0.0134 0.0114 0.0151 0.0128 0.0047

MARE 0.0041 0.0071 0.0084 0.0058 0.0103 0.0065 0.0009

a Reference [35]

b Reference [36]

UCCSD(T) level are rather good with errors within chemical accuracies throughout all bond

lengths plotted for both S2 and SO molecules. And for our He-core ECP, we again see the

benefit of this particular choice of core-valence partitioning where the atomic accuracies show

large improvements over the other Ne-core approximations and ≈ 0.02-0.03 eV accuracy is

achieved for both the sulfur dimer and oxide across all geometries plotted.

G. Chlorine

For chlorine, the atomic and molecular results of our Ne-core and He-core ECPs are

shared in table IX and figure 9, respectively. For this case, we only observed a significant

improvement of the ionization potentials and electron affinity for our He-core ECP – its

errors reaching no more than about 0.1 eV even for very deeply ionized cases.

Our construction, however, led to He- and Ne-core ECPs that reproduce the all-electron
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FIG. 7: Binding energy discrepancies for (a) P2 and (b) PO molecules in their ground

states 1Σg and 2Π, respectively. The binding curves are relative to the AE UCCSD(T)

binding curve. The shaded region indicates a discrepancy of chemical accuracy in either

direction.
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(a) S2 binding curve discrepancies
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FIG. 8: Binding energy discrepancies for (a) S2 and (b) SO molecules in their ground states

3Σg and 3Σ, respectively. The binding curves are relative to the AE UCCSD(T) binding

curve. The shaded region indicates a discrepancy of chemical accuracy in either direction.

Cl2 and ClO potential energy surfaces quite well – where both large and small core ECPs

remain well within chemical accuracy for the full range of geometries. To provide another
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TABLE VIII: All-electron (AE) UCCSD(T) valence ionization potentials and electron

affinity of S along with the errors from uncorrelated core (UC) and ECPs. The

uncontracted aug-cc-pCV5Z basis was used for all calculations. All values in eV. See Tab.

V for further description.

Qty. Exp. AE
Discrepancies from AE

UC SBKJC BFD TN-DF STU ccECP[Ne] ccECP[He]

IP(I) 10.3600a 10.2999 -0.0166 -0.0338 -0.0583 -0.0335 0.0851 -0.0397 0.0028

IP(II) 23.3378a 23.3950 -0.0375 0.0231 0.0234 0.0098 0.2906 0.0194 0.0001

IP(III) 34.86a 34.8258 -0.0670 -0.0301 0.0010 -0.0431 0.3369 -0.0388 -0.0202

IP(IV) 47.222a 47.2693 -0.1042 -0.1361 -0.0673 -0.1393 0.3210 -0.1532 -0.0556

IP(V) 72.5945a 72.5882 -0.2887 -0.6879 -0.2331 -0.4965 -0.0172 -0.5524 -0.0360

IP(VI) 88.0529a 88.0550 -0.4769 -1.1502 -0.3611 -0.8586 -0.4356 -0.9956 0.0532

EA 2.0771b 2.0500 0.0019 0.0020 -0.0276 0.0004 0.0326 -0.0026 0.0056

AMAD 0.1418 0.2947 0.1103 0.2259 0.2170 0.2574 0.0248

LMAD 0.0187 0.0196 0.0364 0.0146 0.1361 0.0206 0.0028

MARE 0.0025 0.0045 0.0041 0.0035 0.0083 0.0042 0.0008

a Reference [35]

b Reference [36]

option with lower spectral errors, given the larger errors of our Ne-core ECPs in deeply

ionized cases, we also generated a Ne-core ECP that weighted the energy component of

the objective function more heavily to reduce the spectral errors further at the cost of

slightly larger errors in the accuracy of Cl2 and ClO. We share this alternative ECP in the

supplemental material.

H. Argon

For argon, the atomic and molecular results of our Ne-core and He-core ECPs are shared

in Table X and Fig. 10, respectively. With respect to the atomic properties, the Ne-core

ECP performs well in this case with a total mean absolute deviation that is comparable to

the all-electron uncorrelated core results. The He-core again performs even better where the
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TABLE IX: All-electron (AE) UCCSD(T) ionization potentials and electron affinity of Cl

along with the errors from uncorrelated core (UC) and ECPS. The uncontracted

aug-cc-pCV5Z basis was used for all calculations. All values in eV. See Tab. V for further

description.

Qty. Exp. AE
Discrepancies from AE

UC SBKJC BFD TN-DF STU ccECP[Ne] ccECP[He]

IP(I) 12.9676a 12.9388 -0.0175 -0.0082 -0.0396 -0.0210 0.1591 -0.0121 0.0015

IP(II) 23.8136a 23.7309 -0.0401 -0.0649 -0.0860 -0.0743 0.2194 -0.0637 -0.0103

IP(III) 39.80a 39.6980 -0.0614 0.0090 0.0091 -0.0126 0.4779 0.0234 -0.0238

IP(IV) 53.24a 53.1811 -0.0939 -0.0807 -0.0816 -0.0952 0.5020 -0.0655 -0.0572

IP(V) 67.68a 67.6102 -0.1328 -0.2335 -0.2471 -0.2280 0.4487 -0.2217 -0.1069

IP(VI) 96.94a 96.8961 -0.3139 -0.9935 -0.0873 -0.6785 0.0301 -0.7001 -0.0441

IP(VII) 114.2013a 114.2079 -0.5023 -1.5507 -0.2635 -1.0900 -0.4557 -1.1858 0.0646

EA 3.6127b 3.6210 -0.0007 0.0193 -0.0153 0.0079 0.0781 -0.0123 0.0064

AMAD 0.1453 0.3700 0.1037 0.2759 0.2964 0.2856 0.0394

LMAD 0.0194 0.0308 0.0470 0.0344 0.1522 0.0294 0.0061

MARE 0.0020 0.0047 0.0024 0.0036 0.0094 0.0037 0.0008

a Reference [35]

b Reference [36]

total mean absolute deviation is improved over our Ne-core ECP by another 0.4 eV. To test

the ECPs’ performances in a molecular setting we calculated the errors from the all-electron

UCCSD(T) ArH+ binding curve. Both core partitions show high accuracies for this case

where the Ne-core and He-core errors are no larger than ≈ 0.01 eV in magnitude. Similar

to chlorine, we also generated a Ne-core ECP that weighted the energy component of the

objective function more heavily to reduce the spectral errors further at the cost of larger

errors in the accuracy in the molecule. We share this alternative ECP in the supplemental

material.
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FIG. 9: Binding energy discrepancies for (a) Cl2 and (b) ClO molecules in their ground

states 1Σg and 2Π, respectively. The binding curves are relative to the AE UCCSD(T)

binding curve. The shaded region indicates a discrepancy of chemical accuracy in either

direction.

FIG. 10: Binding energy discrepancies for the ArH+ molecule in its ground state 1Σ. The

binding curves are relative to the AE UCCSD(T) binding curve. The shaded region

indicates a discrepancy of chemical accuracy in either direction.
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I. Molecular binding parameters, total energies and core radii

We compiled all the results for molecular equilibrium parameters into the Tab. XI. The

statistics provide useful information for an overall performance of the presented constructions
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TABLE X: All-electron (AE) UCCSD(T) ionization potentials for Ar along with the errors

from uncorrelated core (UC) and ECPs. The uncontracted aug-cc-pCV5Z basis was used

for all calculations. All values in eV. See Tab. V for further description.

Qty. Exp. AE
Discrepancies from AE

UC SBKJC BFD TN-DF STU ccECP[Ne] ccECP[He]

IP(I) 15.7596a 15.7829 -0.0172 0.0146 -0.0156 -0.0016 -0.0116 -0.00327 0.0201

IP(II) 27.6297a 27.6005 -0.0369 -0.0386 -0.0510 -0.0567 -0.0071 -0.05349 0.0135

IP(III) 40.735a 40.6121 -0.0619 -0.1305 -0.1243 -0.1451 -0.0132 -0.13884 -0.0024

IP(IV) 59.58a 59.2804 -0.0835 -0.0581 -0.0243 -0.0929 0.2038 -0.05261 -0.0183

IP(V) 74.84a 74.7437 -0.1178 -0.2015 -0.1742 -0.2220 0.2207 -0.18799 -0.0622

IP(VI) 91.290a 91.1085 -0.1580 -0.4181 -0.4141 -0.4046 0.2016 -0.39684 -0.1260

IP(VII) 124.41a 124.3356 -0.3353 -1.3918 0.0652 -0.9451 -0.4787 -1.13569 -0.1348

IP(VIII) 143.4567b 143.4706 -0.5238 -2.0213 -0.0730 -1.3990 -0.9534 -1.7643 0.1849

AMAD 0.1668 0.5343 0.1177 0.4084 0.2613 0.4666 0.0703

LMAD 0.0271 0.0266 0.0333 0.0291 0.0094 0.0284 0.0168

MARE 0.0019 0.0049 0.0018 0.0040 0.0026 0.0043 0.0008

a Reference [35]

b Reference [36]

as well as comparison with previously published tables. We have achieved rather significant

improvements in the molecular properties due to the more flat discrepancy curves than other

ECPs. In general, the ECPs have a tendency to overbind for short bonds and the cause is

the missing core charge and the related core-valence repulsion. Interestingly enough, except

for Al and Si, we were able to keep these biases typically below 0.05 eV with mildly increased

deviations (0.1 eV) at very small bond length for Mg. Clearly, minor improvements might

still be possible although we expect that one would encounter diminishing returns unless the

ECP form is further generalized. On the other hand, He-core framework clearly eliminates

these deficiencies and provide very high accuracy across the whole row. Finally, we list total

HF and correlation energies from UCCSD(T) as extrapolated to the complete basis set limit

in Table XII along with the core radii of our ccECPs. While HF energies are saturated
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to about 0.1 mHa or better in all cases, for Ne-core we estimate extrapolation errors on

correlation energies to be within about 1 mHa. For He-core correlation energies we guess

underestimation by about 3 mHa for Na and up to about 6 mHa for Ar, showing limitations

of 5Z basis set and excitations up to perturbational triples to fully capture the many-body

effects of 16 electrons. This estimate comes from an approximate analysis of core-core,

core-valence and valence-valence correlation energy components in all-electron calculations

[38] with an added correction from Dolg [25] that reflects increase in correlations in the

ECP setting. The core radii, rl, of each ccECP is taken as the radial distance from the

origin at which the channel’s full potential agrees to within 10−5 Ha of the bare Coulomb

potential, −Zeff/r. Additionally, we share the cutoffs, rl,nl, of each channel’s non-local

potential which we define as the point where the non-local potential drops below 10−5 Ha.

The non-local raddi have implications primarily related to efficiency of QMC calculations

as further explained elsewhere [39]. Additional data can be found also in Supplementary

Information.

TABLE XI: Mean absolute deviations of discrepancies of binding parameters of all

molecules considered in this work at equilibrium (De, re and ωe) and near the all-electron

dissociation threshold, Ddiss(/ 0.05 Å), at short bond lengths for our ECPs and previous

constructions with respect to all-electron UCCSD(T) calculations. Errors in parenthesis

such as “2.4(4)” denote “2.4± 0.4” and correspond to deviations of Morse potential fits to

binding curves.

UC SBKJC BFD TN-DF STU ccECP[Ne] ccECP[He]

De (eV/102) 1.9(4) 2.4(3) 3.2(4) 5.1(3) 5.8(4) 2.0(4) 0.8(4)

ωe (cm−1) 6(3) 14(3) 9(3) 23(3) 12(3) 11(3) 1(3)

re (mÅ) 17(2) 10(2) 15(2) 12(2) 18(2) 3(2) 1(2)

Ddiss (eV/102) 16.9 16.9 31.9 16.5 38.9 9.2 1.4

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we offer several new advances and insights into the construction of correlation

consistent ECPs and apply this to the construction of potentials for the 2nd row elements.
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TABLE XII: Total energies of our ccECPs with Ne (LC) and He (SC) cores in their

neutral ground states along with their core radii for each angular momentum channel – the

values rl are taken as the distance which the channel’s full potential agrees with the bare

Coloumb potential to within 10−5 Ha while rl,nl is the distance at which the channel’s

non-local potential drops below 10−5 Ha. Both RHF/ROHF and UCCSD(T) correlation

energies are extrapolated to the CBS limit using the uncontracted aug-cc-pwCV{T,Q,5}Z
bases. Energies given in Ha. Radii given in Å.

Atom rs rp rd rs,nl rp,nl HF Corr.

Na(LC) 1.648 2.009 1.464 1.652 2.009 -0.186203

Na(SC) 0.675 0.675 0.543 -47.357015 -0.325551

Mg(LC) 1.578 1.838 1.232 1.578 1.838 -0.788370 -0.035077

Mg(SC) 0.625 0.625 0.480 -62.927451 -0.363681

Al(LC) 1.406 1.633 1.135 1.406 1.633 -1.876999 -0.059869

Al(SC) 0.591 0.591 0.431 -80.993054 -0.395813

Si(LC) 1.273 1.427 1.006 1.273 1.427 -3.672423 -0.088666

Si(SC) 0.564 0.564 0.387 -101.625857 -0.428232

P(LC) 1.173 1.278 0.925 1.173 1.278 -6.340917 -0.117781

P(SC) 0.508 0.508 0.354 -125.258405 -0.461752

S(LC) 1.085 1.165 0.867 1.085 1.165 -9.918156 -0.177994

S(SC) 0.471 0.471 0.329 -151.916385 -0.525628

Cl(LC) 1.015 1.068 0.807 1.015 1.068 -14.689386 -0.235794

Cl(SC) 0.422 0.422 0.303 -181.612402 -0.587434

Ar(LC) 0.950 1.004 0.795 0.950 1.004 -20.779601 -0.289756

Ar(SC) 0.418 0.418 0.283 -214.891481 -0.642806

In certain aspects, the 2nd row elements appear to be somewhat more complicated than

the 1st row even though the corresponding valence spaces are very similar and the total

and kinetic energies are lower (by about 20% when compared with the 1st row) indicating

thus smoother electronic densities. Intuitively, therefore, accurately solving systems of 2nd

row elements might be considered “easier” than, say, describing the deeper lying and more
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localized p-subshells in systems containing 1st row elements. However, the small number

of valence electrons combined with larger core sizes generate larger biases than in the 1st

row. In particular, the core-valence effects in correlation (important for spectra) compete

with the absence of electrostatic core-valence interactions (important for short bonds) and

therefore these tendencies are more difficult to reconcile. We found that the fits with many-

body spectra only had limited accuracy but when we included more of the mean-field spatial

information we were able to to reach the most acceptable compromises.

We were lead to the particular construction scheme introduced in this work after analyzing

the behavior of the one-particle HF energies together with the correlation energies. Not too

surprisingly, we found that the correlation energies for particular states and for a broad

variety of existing ECPs with different parameterizations were essentially constant – the

changes were on the order of 0.01-0.02 eV. This appears consistent with the key tenet of

effective core potential theory that implies that the correlation will faithfully “follow” the

constructed effective valence operators. However, we found this to be correct essentially only

up to about 0.1 eV accuracy for atomic spectra. As soon as higher accuracy was sought and

molecules were considered, the interplay between various energy components became more

complicated and required refinements.

The testing of transferability proved to be very revealing. In particular, for the aluminum

oxide and silicon oxide molecules at short bond lengths, we see a significant departure from

the assumed accuracy standards of≈ 0.05 eV for both ours and existing ECPs. We traced the

deficiency to the missing electron core tails and likely core-valence effects which are absent

in the ECP and would need to be included to reach higher accuracies. Similar problems

have been noticed before, see for example, Ref.[40]. Here, we present a systematic view

on this issue for Ne-core ECPs within polar bonds at short separations and, in addition,

we point out that elimination of this issue might require more elaborated solutions. We

have tested the inclusion of classical effective repulsive charges that would correspond to

the electronic core-core interactions that could reasonably restore the desired accuracy. In

order to introduce this in a more thought-through fashion, we leave this aspect for future

studies. This is a notable point that can affect many oxide calculations[40] such as Al and Si

perovskites at high pressures (for example, these are important components of the Earth’s

mantle). Due to the importance of oxides, it is highly desirable to probe for these particular

aspects in calculations of solids and other systems.
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The atomic spectra and Tab. XI show that apart from the inherent bias for a few short

polar bonds our constructions show consistent accuracy in both atomic and molecular cal-

culations and offer close to an optimal balance overall. Our results, somewhat unexpectedly,

are on par with (or in a few cases significantly improve upon) the ECPs from the SBKJC ta-

ble. Except for the Na atom (which is a bit special having only one valence electron), SBKJC

ECPs appear to represent perhaps the most systematic consistency among the tested pre-

vious constructions. Note that the SBKJC ECPs are not bound at the nucleus, diverging

as 1/r2 in the repulsive channels and as −Zeff/r in the local channel. Due to our choice

of the ccECP form with bounded potentials and minimized radial extent of the nonlocal

terms (although not explicitly enforced) for several elements we hit a comparably optimal

point as has been achieved in SBKJC table before. In some cases, we were able to actually

find significantly better compromises. As mentioned before, we note that Ne-core ECPs

for atoms such as Na and Mg with one or two valence electrons might prove to have only

limited applicability in some bonding environments where shallow core states contribute to

the chemical effects (for example, in compounds at high pressures).

It is also clear that core polarization and relaxation potentials [41–44] can alleviate some

of the mentioned deficiencies. In this study, however, we wanted to see the limits of the

simplest ECP form before employing new terms. In addition, oxide molecules for elements

in the middle might be difficult to “fix” since the root of the problem appears to be the

missing repulsive (essentially classical) charge from core electrons and this might require a

more general and more extensive modification of the ECP form.

On the other hand, since we report here on the existing limits of the Ne-core ECPs in

their current forms, we have decided to provide another option for high accuracy calculations

that offer a significant boost in accuracy and eliminate many compromises mentioned above.

To this end, we constructed high accuracy He-core ECPs that significantly decrease the dis-

crepancies with all-electron relativistic calculations. The gain is by an order of magnitude

or more, with typical errors of 0.001-0.005 eV on the atomic side and ≈ 0.01 eV for molec-

ular systems. Obviously, these operators imply additional cost that is most pronounced in

stochastic methods due to the increase of total energies and fluctuations. Note that some of

that is compensated from much smaller effective core radius of nonlocal terms [39].

Overall, we believe that the constructed ECPs provide both new insights as well as

practical new options for high accuracy valence-only calculations. Supplementary material
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contains further information including very accurate CCSD(T) total energies extrapolated

to the complete basis set limit (better than 1 mHa accuracy) for atomic states and relativis-

tic CCSD(T) molecular potential energy surfaces and binding parameters from all-electron

calculations as well as the discrepancies from all core approximations considered in this work

– experimental binding parameters are also included for comparison. All ccECPs and basis

sets are accessible at the website [33]. Besides this data, the presented analysis offers a clear

comparison between existing ECPs and should open new perspectives for further advances

in this important research area.

Input and output files for the calculations performed in this study are available and

maintained at the Materials Data Facility [45].

Supplementary Material

See supplementary material for additional calculated properties of our ccECPs including

total energy components of various atomic states and the potential energy surfaces of the

molecules considered in this work along with experimental binding properties.
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